Blockchain Marketing Proposal
Blockchain marketing and advertising professional within the cryptocurrency community.
I specialize in Euorpean markets and major blockchain conferences.
Website:
Email:
WhatsApp:
Telegram:
Twitter:

Truthraider.com
decentralize@truthraider.com
+90 538 346 7614
@Truthraider
@TruthraiderHQ

Overview

Truth Raider’s vision is to provide content driven blockchain event and social media
marketing services to emerging companies within the cryptocurrency space. We are
here to enhance organic growth, while protecting your blockchain’s individual identity.

Community Network of Networks Approach
We are building a strong network for businesses who share our love for cryptocurrency
and blockchain. We are looking for projects that share our vision to grow the industry.

Why Truthraider?
-

Truthraider is a social media specialist that promotes cryptocurrency and
blockchain projects. He utilizes Truthraider.com, Twitter, Instagram, and his
external networks to promote events and products. He also has a vast network of
partners and communities to increase overall impact for your project.

-

He was a principle Media Sponsor for the Malta Blockchain Summit, Istanbul
Blockchain Convention, Washington Elite, and Pittsburgh Blockchain
Conferences. Truthraider is also a Primary Speaker for the Istanbul
Blockchain Convention and a VIP in Malta for a second year. These four
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conferences represented over 10,000+ blockchain experts, companies, and
enthusiasts in 2018. We will represent them in 2019/20.
-

In 2018/2019, TruthRaider partnered and conducted reviews for Doc.com, Virtual
Rehab, Tour De Crypto, DVM Marketplace, Tron Weekly Journal, Kimchi Socks,
Coinboys.com, Tron Europe, Lovehearts.io, Billfodl, Trezor, Bitbox 02,
CryptoTag, Crypto Keep Key, Steely, Encrypted Apparel and Crypto Key Stack.

-

Truthraider has been featured on the Naomi Brockwell Show, Bitcoin Takeover,
Coinboys Podcast, In Bitcoin We Trust, Pandora, and Crypto Sky Podcast.

Truthraider’s External Network
-

Friendster.io. We are a partial owner of the Friendster.io TRON social DApps
network with over 14,000 active members.

-

Marketing partner with Miningstore.com, which is one of the premier industrial
bitcoin mining companies in North America.

-

DVM Marketplace. We are a partner with the TRON based marketplace created
by members of the TRON Europe team. There are over 10,500 active telegram
members in this community.

-

Marketing partner with Virtual Rehab, a leader in Virtual Reality and Artificial
Intelligence on the Ethereum Blockchain.

-

Marketing partner for Tron Weekly Journal, which is the top TRON News
network.

-

Truthraider has provided beta testing for most major bitcoin hardware wallet
companies that are currently on the market to include Trezor and Keepkey.

Marketing Rates
-

Monthly partnership rate. The rate to provide marketing and advertising support
is $5,000 a month. This rate provides the full support of my network to organically
grow your blockchain project.

-

BTC: 3EXZ7fYXvMXKqqBUmcjw2wHY9AbqoVPmbq
ETH: 0xB192bEC7b57379A5dF8095F432BC57e1702Baa16
TRX: TSmUxzzNY3oDd7jxmK3KjKznagRRJehciq
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@TruthraiderHQ at Twitter.com.

Previous Partners: 2018 and earlier.
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Previous Product Reviews.

Current Partners: 2019.

For Business Inquiries: Email Decentralize@Truthraider.com.
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